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Palestinian – German Dialogue about Theater and Theater Education 
 

The Dar al Kalima College- Bethlehem 
 

Committee on Church and Theatre / Federal Association of Drama and Theatre in 
Germany 

 
University for Applied Sciences Osnabrück and Linge n- Institute for Theater 

Pedagogy 
 

Goethe Institute-Ramallah 
 

Sponsored by the United Lutheran Church- Germany and the Goethe Institute Ramallah 
 

Goal of the Meeting: 
 

Build up a network and a long-term Palestinian-German dialogue between theater artists and 
drama teachers, drama educationalists and theater scientists to exchange ideas and 
experiences concerning theater and theater education, artistic goals and how this could 
influence society.  
 
Additionally, there should be an international exchange about the role of theater in the 
personal development and social transformation processes seeking ways of how to reach the 
uneducated and marginalized groups. What role does theater play in improving the quality of 
life and the art of living together, in the creation of spaces for the development of creative 
abilities of public and political articulation and participation in society? 
 
Existing structures, interested theater initiatives in Palestine and Germany, theater groups, 
schools, universities and individuals should be in a network for a long term partnership that 
shall include a joint learning process. An open discourse should also be practiced with and 
through theater and theater exchanges, cooperation, tours and festivals. At the same time a 
cultural basis for theater work and training field for drama teachers should be further 
developed in Palestine and Germany. Support structures and concepts as well as practice in 
the international cooperation should be discovered and developed. 
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Friday 30.3.2012 from 10:30-17:30 

 
10:30-11:00 Welcoming 

 
-Welcoming Address:  Rev. Dr. Mitri Raheb -10 min 
- Internet-broadcasting of the president of the University Applied Science and Arts -
Osnabrück Prof. Dr. Andreas Bertram - 10 min 
- Welcoming speech: George Khalifi, Palestinian Film maker -10 min 
 

 
11:00 -12:30  Introduction of Participating Organizations 
 
Moderation: Dr. Mu’tasem Adileh 
 
- Invited organizations and representatives of the theaters and other participants introduce 
themselves, their work, their organizations and theaters. It would be helpful if the 
participants could bring videos, photos, posters, program-booklets. Beside the 
documentation of their own work, there should be also an exchange about projects with 
Germany and planed projects and expectations for the cooperation with Germany. Each 
organization/institution has 7-10 minutes. 
 
Invited are: 
 
-The Freedom Theatre- Jenin 
-Hakawati Theatre- Jerusalem 
-Al Qasabeh Theater/ Drama Academy- Ramallah 
-Ashtar Theater- Ramallah 
-Yes Theatre- Hebron 
-Inad Theater-Bethlehem 
-Al Harah Theater-Bethlehem 
-Al Ruwwad Cultural and training society-Bethlehem  
-Mr. Sameh Hijazi 
-Mrs. Reem Talhami 
-Institute for Theater Pedagogy – Lingen, Germany 
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- Committee on Church and Theatre / Federal Association of Drama and Theatre in 
Germany 
-Dr. Joerg Schumacher- Director of Goethe Institute Ramallah 
-Prof. Dr. Helga Baumgarten-Head of DAAD  
-GIZ representative 
-Dr. Boie, Cultural attaché- German representative Office/Ramallah 
-Dar al Kalima College: Rami Khader, Dr. Mutasem Adileh, Dr. Nuha Khoury 
 
13:00-14:00 Lunch Break 
 
14:00-14:20 Introduction to the Round Table and the Network 
Klaus Hoffmann 
 
First discussion Session: 14:20-16:30 
 
The Power of Theater 
Moderation: Dr. Nuha Khoury. 
 
Which role does theater play in our society? Are artists “perfect agents of change”? Is it 
necessary that theater deals with political and social issues on the stage? Is the theater in 
danger of being exploited and is its aesthetic autonomy in danger?  
Which audience does the theater have? Which target groups does the theater seek? Is there 
cooperation between theaters and theater-teachers? Which are the fields of work for theater-
teachers? 
What is the power of theater and art? Which skills can be developed in individuals through 
theater? Can theater strengthen the participation capability in society? How can we deal with 
the problems that measure the influence of theater? 
 
15-20 min impulses from: George Ibraheem-al Qasabeh Theater, Rami Khader- Dar al 
Kalima College, Jonathan Stanczak- Freedom Theater, Andreas Poppe- 
Fachhochschule Osnabrueck, Klaus Hoffmann- Committee on Church and 
Theatre/Federal Association of Drama and Theatre, Hannover 
 
Second Discussion Session: 16:30-17:30 
 
Education and Continuing Education for Theater and Theater Education 
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Moderation: Mr. Rami Khader 
 
-Presentation of the curriculum of the Drama and Theater Performance diploma-program of 
the Dar al-Kalima College (speaker: Dr. Mu’tasem Adileh) 
 
-Presentation of the curriculum of the bachelor-degree Drama program at the university of 
Applied Science and Arts- Osnabrück (speakers: Andreas Poppe, Jörg Meyer).  
 
Education at Drama academy in Ramallah (Speaker: Mr. George Ibrahim)   
 
Informal and Continuing Education in Palestine and Germany (e.g. with the Freedom theater 
(Speaker: Jonathan Stanczak) 
 
18:00-19:00 dinner at the International Center of Bethlehem-ICB 
19:00 Theater play by Dar al Kalima College students, at the Addar Culture and Conference 
Center (ICB). 
 

 
Saturday 31.3.2012 from 10:00-16:30 

 
 
10:00-11:30: Continuation of Theatre and Theatre Education 

 
 

Third Discussion Session:  11:30-13:00 
 
Moderator: Klaus Hoffmann 
Subjects: 

- Theater in Schools 
- theater for the handicapped 
- Theater in Companies 
- Theater in hospitals, etc. 
- Public Theater (community center, refugee camps, villages) 
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13:00-14:00 Lunch Break 
 
 
Fourth Session: Building up a network 14:00-16:10 
 
 
This is a session for working on how to build up a Palestinian-German network. As a 
platform to exchange experience about theater and theater education activities, the 
discussion will focus on objectives, exercises, structure and responsibility for building the 
network. 
The tasks to be distributed include: 
 

- presentation of institutions, theaters, theater teachers 
- programs/schedules 
- overview of education and continuing education 
- documentation of all current and past bi or multinational projects 
- press, review 

 
The network shall make it easier to plan bilateral projects, participate in conferences, and 
arrange internships, plan co-productions and exchange workshop trainers. This will also 
make it easier for publications. Furthermore, there could be a discussion on the aesthetics as 
well as the cultural and political questions and about the publication possibilities to sponsor. 
The results can be used to widen the contacts to other Arab countries. 

 
 
16:10-16:30 closing of the meeting 
 
The task here is to set dates for next meetings and further cooperation. 

   
 
 


